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POV Circle Candleholder

POV Circular Candleholder is a light, smart and playful design. Beautiful on its own and
stunning as graphical patterns on the wall. In the movies the Point Of View is right where
the camera is aiming. The eye of the viewer. And depending on that point of view, things
will change – settings, stories and the way we interpret things. And if you move around
the dif ferent designs and shapes in the POV series, you’ll also notice that your view alters
Product Type

the object. From some angles they will seem like flat graphical drawings and as you move

Candle holder

around them suddenly the graphic lines float in mid air. Shadows and shapes change,
making the POV series fun to interact with.

Environment
Indoor

About the Designer
Note is a Stockholm-based design studio founded in 2008 and working in the fields of ar-

Versions/ Dimensions

chitecture, interiors, products and graphic design. “We are seldom inspired by the design

Small

world,” they tell us. “Instead we influence each other, pushing ourselves further an further

H: 12 cm

towards our goal – world domination!” That playful sense of humour is at the heart of their

Ø: 20 cm

practice too. “We want to put a smile on the user’s face, and for there to be a friendly and
welcoming sensation that follows through the whole experience of the product. We want to

Large

af fect people in a positive way.”

H: 12 cm
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Ø: 44 cm

Notes to Editor
Menu is a Scandinavian design brand with a simple philosophy; to make the world better,

Materials

less complicated and a little bit nicer to wake up to. Menu collaborate with super-talented

Solid Brass, Silver Plated Brass,

international designers, to produce high quality design with a crisp Scandinavian look.

Powder Coated Steel

Menu work with local craf tsmen from around the world to preserve traditional skills, whilst
creating objects which are timeless and can be treasured for a lifetime. Composed of

Colours

lighting, furniture and accessories, the Menu collection provides clever solutions for

Brass, Silver, Black

modern living.
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POV Circle Tealight Candleholder
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